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Addition 2280 Questions
Description Question numbers Questions
Adding three two-digit integers BI-301 to BI-308 8
Adding four two-digit integers BI-401 to BI-408 8
Adding five two-digit integers BI-501 to BI-508 8
Adding six two-digit integers BI-601 to BI-608 8
Adding seven two-digit integers BI-701 to BI708 8
Adding three two-digit integers with one decimal BD1-301 to BD1-308 8
Adding four two-digit integers with one decimal BD1-401 to BD1-408 8
Adding five two-digit integers with one decimal BD1-501 to BD1-508 8
Adding six two-digit integers with one decimal BD1-601 to BD1-608 8
Adding seven two-digit integers with one decimal BD1-701 to BD1-708 8
Adding three two-digit integers with two decimals BD2-301 to BD2-308 8
Adding four two-digit integers with two decimals BD2-401 to BD2-408 8
Adding five two-digit integers with two decimals BD2-501 to BD2-508 8
Adding six two-digit integers with two decimals BD2-601 to BD2-608 8
Adding seven two-digit integers with two decimals BD2-701 to BD2-708 8

Adding three three-digit integers between 100 & 400 CIB-301 to CIB-308 8
Adding four three-digit integers between 100 & 400 CIB-401 to CIB-408 8
Adding five three-digit integers between 100 & 400 CIB-501 to CIB-508 8
Adding six three-digit integers between 100 & 400 CIB-601 to CIB-608 8
Adding seven three-digit integers between 100 & 400 CIB-701 to CIB-708 8
Adding three three-digit integers between 401 & 700 CII-301 to CII-308 8
Adding four three-digit integers between 401 & 700 CII-401 to CII-408 8
Adding five three-digit integers between 401 & 700 CII-501 to CII-508 8
Adding six three-digit integers between 401 & 700 CII-601 to CII-608 8
Adding seven three-digit integers between 401 & 700 CII-701 to CII-708 8
Adding three three-digit integers between 701 & 999 CIA-301 to CIA-308 8
Adding four three-digit integers between 701 & 999 CIA-401 to CIA-408 8
Adding five three-digit integers between 701 & 999 CIA-501 to CIA-508 8
Adding six three-digit integers between 701 & 999 CIA-601 to CIA-608 8
Adding seven three-digit integers between 701 & 999 CIA-701 to CIA-708 8
Adding three three-digit integers between 100 & 999 CIM-301 to CIM-324 24
Adding four three-digit integers between 100 & 999 CIM-401 to CIM-424 24
Adding five three-digit integers between 100 & 999 CIM-501 to CIM-524 24
Adding six three-digit integers between 100 & 999 CIM-601 to CIM-624 24
Adding seven three-digit integers between 100 & 999 CIM-701 to CIM-724 24

Adding three three-digit integers with one decimal 
between 100 & 400

CD1B-301 to CD1B-308 8

Adding four three-digit integers with one decimal 
between 100 & 400

CD1B-401 to CD1B-408 8

Adding five three-digit integers with one decimal 
between 100 & 400

CD1B-501 to CD1B-508 8
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Adding six three-digit integers with one decimal 
between 100 & 400

CD1B-601 to CD1B-608 8

Adding seven three-digit integers with one decimal 
between 100 & 400

CD1B-701 to CD1B-708 8

Adding three three-digit integers with one decimal 
between 401 & 700

CD1I-301 to CD1I-308 8

Adding four three-digit integers with one decimal 
between 401 & 700

CD1I-401 to CD1I-408 8

Adding five three-digit integers with one decimal 
between 401 & 700

CD1I-501 to CD1I-508 8

Adding six three-digit integers with one decimal 
between 401 & 700

CD1I-601 to CD1I-608 8

Adding seven three-digit integers with one decimal 
between 401 & 700

CD1I-701 to CD1I-708 8

Adding three three-digit integers with one decimal 
between 701 & 999

CD1A-301 to CD1A-308 8

Adding four three-digit integers with one decimal 
between 701 & 999

CD1A-401 to CD1A-408 8

Adding five three-digit integers with one decimal 
between 701 & 999

CD1A-501 to CD1A-508 8

Adding six three-digit integers with one decimal 
between 701 & 999

CD1A-601 to CD1A-608 8

Adding seven three-digit integers with one decimal 
between 701 & 999

CD1A-701 to CD1A-708 8

Adding three three-digit integers with one decimal 
between 100 & 999

CD1M-301 to CD1M-324 24

Adding four three-digit integers with one decimal 
between 100 & 999

CD1M-401 to CD1M-424 24

Adding five three-digit integers with one decimal 
between 100 & 999

CD1M-501 to CD1M-524 24

Adding six three-digit integers with one decimal 
between 100 & 999

CD1M-601 to CD1M-624 24

Adding seven three-digit integers with one decimal 
between 100 & 999

CD1M-701 to CD1M-724 24

Adding three three-digit integers with two decimals 
between 100 & 400

CD2B-301 to CD2B-308 8

Adding four three-digit integers with two decimals 
between 100 & 400

CD2B-401 to CD2B-408 8

Adding five three-digit integers with two decimals 
between 100 & 400

CD2B-501 to CD2B-508 8

Adding six three-digit integers with two decimals 
between 100 & 400

CD2B-601 to CD2B-608 8

Adding seven three-digit integers with two decimals 
between 100 & 400

CD2B-701 to CD2B-708 8

Adding three three-digit integers with two decimals 
between 401 & 700

CD2I-301 to CD2I-308 8
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Adding four three-digit integers with two decimals 
between 401 & 700

CD2I-401 to CD2I-408 8

Adding five three-digit integers with two decimals 
between 401 & 700

CD2I-501 to CD2I-508 8

Adding six three-digit integers with two decimals 
between 401 & 700

CD2I-601 to CD2I-608 8

Adding seven three-digit integers with two decimals 
between 401 & 700

CD2I-701 to CD2I-708 8

Adding three three-digit integers with two decimals 
between 701 & 999

CD2A-301 to CD2A-308 8

Adding four three-digit integers with two decimals 
between 701 & 999

CD2A-401 to CD2A-408 8

Adding five three-digit integers with two decimals 
between 701 & 999

CD2A-501 to CD2A-508 8

Adding six three-digit integers with two decimals 
between 701 & 999

CD2A-601 to CD2A-608 8

Adding seven three-digit integers with two decimals 
between 701 & 999

CD2A-701 to CD2A-708 8

Adding three three-digit integers with two decimals 
between 100 & 999

CD2M-301 to CD2M-324 24

Adding four three-digit integers with two decimals 
between 100 & 999

CD2M-401 to CD2M-424 24

Adding five three-digit integers with two decimals 
between 100 & 999

CD2M-501 to CD2M-524 24

Adding six three-digit integers with two decimals 
between 100 & 999

CD2M-601 to CD2M-624 24

Adding seven three-digit integers with two decimals 
between 100 & 999

CD2M-701 to CD2M-724 24

Adding three four-digit integers between 1000 & 4000 DIB-301 to DIB-308 8
Adding four four-digit integers between 1000 & 4000 DIB-401 to DIB-408 8
Adding five four-digit integers between 1000 & 4000 DIB-501 to DIB-508 8
Adding six four-digit integers between 1000 & 4000 DIB-601 to DIB-608 8
Adding seven four-digit integers between 1000 & 4000 DIB-701 to DIB-708 8
Adding three four-digit integers between 4001 & 7000 DII-301 to DII-308 8
Adding four four-digit integers between 4001 & 7000 DII-401 to DII-408 8
Adding five four-digit integers between 4001 & 7000 DII-501 to DII-508 8
Adding six four-digit integers between 4001 & 7000 DII-601 to DII-608 8
Adding seven four-digit integers between 4001 & 7000 DII-701 to DII-708 8
Adding three four-digit integers between 7001 & 9999 DIA-301 to DIA-308 8
Adding four four-digit integers between 7001 & 9999 DIA-401 to DIA-408 8
Adding five four-digit integers between 7001 & 9999 DIA-501 to DIA-508 8
Adding six four-digit integers between 7001 & 9999 DIA-601 to DIA-608 8
Adding seven four-digit integers between 7001 & 9999 DIA-701 to DIA-708 8
Adding three four-digit integers between 1000 & 9999 DIM-301 to DIM-324 24
Adding four four-digit integers between 1000 & 9999 DIM-401 to DIM-424 24
Adding five four-digit integers between 1000 & 9999 DIM-501 to DIM-524 24
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Adding six four-digit integers between 1000 & 9999 DIM-601 to DIM-624 24
Adding seven four-digit integers between 1000 & 9999 DIM-701 to DIM-724 24

Adding three four-digit integers with one decimal 
between 1000 & 4000

DD1B-301 to DD1B-308 8

Adding four four-digit integers with one decimal 
between 1000 & 4000

DD1B-401 to DD1B-408 8

Adding five four-digit integers with one decimal 
between 1000 & 4000

DD1B-501 to DD1B-508 8

Adding six four-digit integers with one decimal between 
1000 & 4000

DD1B-601 to DD1B-608 8

Adding seven four-digit integers with one decimal 
between 1000 & 4000

DD1B-701 to DD1B-708 8

Adding three four-digit integers with one decimal 
between 4001 & 7000

DD1I-301 to DD1I-308 8

Adding four four-digit integers with one decimal 
between 4001 & 7000

DD1I-401 to DD1I-408 8

Adding five four-digit integers with one decimal 
between 4001 & 7000

DD1I-501 to DD1I-508 8

Adding six four-digit integers with one decimal between 
4001 & 7000

DD1I-601 to DD1I-608 8

Adding seven four-digit integers with one decimal 
between 4001 & 7000

DD1I-701 to DD1I-708 8

Adding three four-digit integers with one decimal 
between 7001 & 9999

DD1A-301 to DD1A-308 8

Adding four four-digit integers with one decimal 
between 7001 & 9999

DD1A-401 to DD1A-408 8

Adding five four-digit integers with one decimal 
between 7001 & 9999

DD1A-501 to DD1A-508 8

Adding six four-digit integers with one decimal between 
7001 & 9999

DD1A-601 to DD1A-608 8

Adding seven four-digit integers with one decimal 
between 7001 & 9999

DD1A-701 to DD1A-708 8

Adding three four-digit integers with one decimal 
between 1000 & 9999

DD1M-301 to DD1M-324 24

Adding four four-digit integers with one decimal 
between 1000 & 9999

DD1M-401 to DD1M-424 24

Adding five four-digit integers with one decimal 
between 1000 & 9999

DD1M-501 to DD1M-524 24

Adding six four-digit integers with one decimal between 
1000 & 9999

DD1M-601 to DD1M-624 24

Adding seven four-digit integers with one decimal 
between 1000 & 9999

DD1M-701 to DD1M-724 24

Adding three four-digit integers with two decimals 
between 1000 & 4000

DD2B-301 to DD2B-308 8
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Adding four four-digit integers with two decimals 
between 1000 & 4000

DD2B-401 to DD2B-408 8

Adding five four-digit integers with two decimals 
between 1000 & 4000

DD2B-501 to DD2B-508 8

Adding six four-digit integers with two decimals 
between 1000 & 4000

DD2B-601 to DD2B-608 8

Adding seven four-digit integers with two decimals 
between 1000 & 4000

DD2B-701 to DD2B-708 8

Adding three four-digit integers with two decimals 
between 4001 & 7000

DD2I-301 to DD2I-308 8

Adding four four-digit integers with two decimals 
between 4001 & 7000

DD2I-401 to DD2I-408 8

Adding five four-digit integers with two decimals 
between 4001 & 7000

DD2I-501 to DD2I-508 8

Adding six four-digit integers with two decimals 
between 4001 & 7000

DD2I-601 to DD2I-608 8

Adding seven four-digit integers with two decimals 
between 4001 & 7000

DD2I-701 to DD2I-708 8

Adding three four-digit integers with two decimals 
between 7001 & 9999

DD2A-301 to DD2A-308 8

Adding four four-digit integers with two decimals 
between 7001 & 9999

DD2A-401 to DD2A-408 8

Adding five four-digit integers with two decimals 
between 7001 & 9999

DD2A-501 to DD2A-508 8

Adding six four-digit integers with two decimals 
between 7001 & 9999

DD2A-601 to DD2A-608 8

Adding seven four-digit integers with two decimals 
between 7001 & 9999

DD2A-701 to DD2A-708 8

Adding three four-digit integers with two decimals 
between 1000 & 9999

DD2M-301 to DD2M-324 24

Adding four four-digit integers with two decimals 
between 1000 & 9999

DD2M-401 to DD2M-424 24

Adding five four-digit integers with two decimals 
between 1000 & 9999

DD2M-501 to DD2M-524 24

Adding six four-digit integers with two decimals 
between 1000 & 9999

DD2M-601 to DD2M-624 24

Adding seven four-digit integers with two decimals 
between 1000 & 9999

DD2M-701 to DD2M-724 24

Adding three five-digit integers between 10000 & 40000 EIB-301 to EIB-308 8

Adding four five-digit integers between 10000 & 40000 EIB-401 to EIB-408 8

Adding five five-digit integers between 10000 & 40000 EIB-501 to EIB-508 8
Adding six five-digit integers between 10000 & 40000 EIB-601 to EIB-608 8

Adding seven five-digit integers between 10000 & 40000 EIB-701 to EIB-708 8
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Adding three five-digit integers between 40001 & 70000 EII-301 to EII-308 8

Adding four five-digit integers between 40001 & 70000 EII-401 to EII-408 8

Adding five five-digit integers between 40001 & 70000 EII-501 to EII-508 8
Adding six five-digit integers between 40001 & 70000 EII-601 to EII-608 8

Adding seven five-digit integers between 40001 & 70000 EII-701 to EII-708 8

Adding three five-digit integers between 70001 & 99999 EIA-301 to EIA-308 8

Adding four five-digit integers between 70001 & 99999 EIA-401 to EIA-408 8

Adding five five-digit integers between 70001 & 99999 EIA-501 to EIA-508 8
Adding six five-digit integers between 70001 & 99999 EIA-601 to EIA-608 8

Adding seven five-digit integers between 70001 & 99999 EIA-701 to EIA-708 8

Adding three five-digit integers between 10000 & 99999 EIM-301 to EIM-324 24

Adding four five-digit integers between 10000 & 99999 EIM-401 to EIM-424 24

Adding five five-digit integers between 10000 & 99999 EIM-501 to EIM-524 24
Adding six five-digit integers between 10000 & 99999 EIM-601 to EIM-624 24

Adding seven five-digit integers between 10000 & 99999 EIM-701 to EIM-724 24

Adding three five-digit integers with one decimal 
between 10000 & 40000

ED1B-301 to ED1B-308 8

Adding four five-digit integers with one decimal 
between 10000 & 40000

ED1B-401 to ED1B-408 8

Adding five five-digit integers with one decimal between 
10000 & 40000

ED1B-501 to ED1B-508 8

Adding six five-digit integers with one decimal between 
10000 & 40000

ED1B-601 to ED1B-608 8

Adding seven five-digit integers with one decimal 
between 10000 & 40000

ED1B-701 to ED1B-708 8

Adding three five-digit integers with one decimal 
between 40001 & 70000

ED1I-301 to ED1I-308 8

Adding four five-digit integers with one decimal 
between 40001 & 70000

ED1I-401 to ED1I-408 8

Adding five five-digit integers with one decimal between 
40001 & 70000

ED1I-501 to ED1I-508 8

Adding six five-digit integers with one decimal between 
40001 & 70000

ED1I-601 to ED1I-608 8

Adding seven five-digit integers with one decimal 
between 40001 & 70000

ED1I-701 to ED1I-708 8

Adding three five-digit integers with one decimal 
between 70001 & 99999

ED1A-301 to ED1A-308 8
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Adding four five-digit integers with one decimal 
between 70001 & 99999

ED1A-401 to ED1A-408 8

Adding five five-digit integers with one decimal between 
70001 & 99999

ED1A-501 to ED1A-508 8

Adding six five-digit integers with one decimal between 
70001 & 99999

ED1A-601 to ED1A-608 8

Adding seven five-digit integers with one decimal 
between 70001 & 99999

ED1A-701 to ED1A-708 8

Adding three five-digit integers with one decimal 
between 10000 & 99999

ED1M-301 to ED1M-324 24

Adding four five-digit integers with one decimal 
between 10000 & 99999

ED1M-401 to ED1M-424 24

Adding five five-digit integers with one decimal between 
10000 & 99999

ED1M-501 to ED1M-524 24

Adding six five-digit integers with one decimal between 
10000 & 99999

ED1M-601 to ED1M-624 24

Adding seven five-digit integers with one decimal 
between 10000 & 99999

ED1M-701 to ED1M-724 24

Adding three five-digit integers with two decimals 
between 10000 & 40000

ED2B-301 to ED2B-308 8

Adding four five-digit integers with two decimals 
between 10000 & 40000

ED2B-401 to ED2B-408 8

Adding five five-digit integers with two decimals 
between 10000 & 40000

ED2B-501 to ED2B-508 8

Adding six five-digit integers with two decimals between 
10000 & 40000

ED2B-601 to ED2B-608 8

Adding seven five-digit integers with two decimals 
between 10000 & 40000

ED2B-701 to ED2B-708 8

Adding three five-digit integers with two decimals 
between 40001 & 70000

ED2I-301 to ED2I-308 8

Adding four five-digit integers with two decimals 
between 40001 & 70000

ED2I-401 to ED2I-408 8

Adding five five-digit integers with two decimals 
between 40001 & 70000

ED2I-501 to ED2I-508 8

Adding six five-digit integers with two decimals between 
40001 & 70000

ED2I-601 to ED2I-608 8

Adding seven five-digit integers with two decimals 
between 40001 & 70000

ED2I-701 to ED2I-708 8

Adding three five-digit integers with two decimals 
between 70001 & 99999

ED2A-301 to ED2A-308 8

Adding four five-digit integers with two decimals 
between 70001 & 99999

ED2A-401 to ED2A-408 8

Adding five five-digit integers with two decimals 
between 70001 & 99999

ED2A-501 to ED2A-508 8

Adding six five-digit integers with two decimals between 
70001 & 99999

ED2A-601 to ED2A-608 8
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Adding seven five-digit integers with two decimals 
between 70001 & 99999

ED2A-701 to ED2A-708 8

Adding three five-digit integers with two decimals 
between 10000 & 99999

ED2M-301 to ED2M-324 24

Adding four five-digit integers with two decimals 
between 10000 & 99999

ED2M-401 to ED2M-424 24

Adding five five-digit integers with two decimals 
between 10000 & 99999

ED2M-501 to ED2M-524 24

Adding six five-digit integers with two decimals between 
10000 & 99999

ED2M-601 to ED2M-624 24

Adding seven five-digit integers with two decimals 
between 10000 & 99999

ED2M-701 to ED2M-724 24

Subtraction 2880 Questions
Description Question numbers Questions
Subtracting a two-digit integer bet 1 & 33 from a two-
digit integer bet 34 & 66

BB-001 to BB-040 40

Subtracting a two-digit integer bet 1 & 33 from a two-
digit integer bet 67 & 99

BB-041 to BB-080 40

Subtracting a two-digit integer bet 1 & 66 from a two-
digit integer bet 67 & 99

BB-081 to BB-120 40

Subtracting a two-digit integer bet 1 & 50 from a two-
digit integer bet 51 & 99

BB-121 to BB-160 40

Subtracting a two-digit integer bet 1 & 50 from a two-
digit integer with one decimal bet 51 & 99

BD-001 to BD-040 40

Subtracting a two-digit integer with one decimal bet 1 & 
50 from a two-digit integer with one decimal bet 51 & 
99

BD-041 to BD-080 40

Subtracting a two-digit integer with one decimal bet 1 & 
50 from a two-digit integer with two decimals bet 51 & 
99

BD-081 to BD-120 40

Subtracting a two-digit integer with two decimals bet 1 
& 50 from a two-digit integer with two decimals bet 51 
& 99

BD-121 to BD-160 40

Subtracting a two-digit integer bet 1 & 99 from a three-
digit integer bet 100 to 400

CB-001 to CB-040 40

Subtracting a two-digit integer bet 1 & 99 from a three-
digit integer bet 401 to 700

CB-041 to CB-080 40

Subtracting a two-digit integer bet 1 & 99 from a three-
digit integer bet 701 to 999

CB-081 to CB-120 40

Subtracting a two-digit integer bet 1 & 99 from a three-
digit integer bet 101 to 999

CB-121 to CB-160 40
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Subtracting a two-digit integer with one decimal bet 1 & 
99 from a three-digit integer with one decimal bet 100 
to 400

CBD-001 to CBD-040 40

Subtracting a two-digit integer with one decimal bet 1 & 
99 from a three-digit integer with one decimal bet 401 
to 700

CBD-041 to CBD-080 40

Subtracting a two-digit integer with one decimal bet 1 & 
99 from a three-digit integer with one decimal bet 701 
to 999

CBD-081 to CBD-120 40

Subtracting a two-digit integer with one decimal bet 1 & 
99 from a three-digit integer with one decimal bet 100 
to 999

CBD-121 to CBD-160 40

Subtracting a two-digit integer with one decimal bet 1 & 
99 from a three-digit integer with two decimals bet 100 
to 400

CBD-161 to CBD-200 40

Subtracting a two-digit integer with one decimal bet 1 & 
99 from a three-digit integer with two decimals bet 401 
to 700

CBD-201 to CBD-240 40

Subtracting a two-digit integer with one decimal bet 1 & 
99 from a three-digit integer with two decimals bet 701 
to 999

CBD-241 to CBD-280 40

Subtracting a two-digit integer with one decimal bet 1 & 
99 from a three-digit integer with two decimals bet 100 
to 999

CBD-281 to CBD-320 40

Subtracting a two-digit integer with two decimals bet 1 
& 99 from a three-digit integer with two decimals bet 
100 to 400

CBD-321 to CBD-360 40

Subtracting a two-digit integer with two decimals bet 1 
& 99 from a three-digit integer with two decimals bet 
401 to 700

CBD-361 to CBD-400 40

Subtracting a two-digit integer with two decimals bet 1 
& 99 from a three-digit integer with two decimals bet 
701 to 999

CBD-401 to CBD-440 40

Subtracting a two-digit integer with two decimals bet 1 
& 99 from a three-digit integer with two decimals bet 
100 to 999

CBD-441 to CBD-480 40

Subtracting a three-digit integer bet 100 & 400 from a 
three digit integer bet 401 & 700

CC-001 to CC-040 40

Subtracting a three-digit integer bet 100 & 400 from a 
three digit integer bet 701 & 999

CC-041 to CC-080 40

Subtracting a three-digit integer bet 401 & 700 from a 
three digit integer bet 701 & 999

CC-081 to CC-120 40

Subtracting a three-digit integer bet 100 & 550 from a 
three digit integer bet 551 & 999

CC-121 to CC-160 40
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Subtracting a three-digit integer with one decimal bet 
100 & 400 from a three-digit integer with one decimal 
bet 401 to 700

CCD-001 to CCD-040 40

Subtracting a three-digit integer with one decimal bet 
100 & 400 from a three-digit integer with one decimal 
bet 701 to 999

CCD-041 to CCD-080 40

Subtracting a three-digit integer with one decimal bet 
401 & 700 from a three-digit integer with one decimal 
bet 701 to 999

CCD-081 to CCD-120 40

Subtracting a three-digit integer with one decimal bet 
100 & 550 from a three-digit integer with one decimal 
bet 551 to 999

CCD-121 to CCD-160 40

Subtracting a three-digit integer with one decimal bet 
100 & 400 from a three-digit integer with two decimals 
bet 401 to 700

CCD-161 to CCD-200 40

Subtracting a three-digit integer with one decimal bet 
100 & 400 from a three-digit integer with two decimals 
bet 701 to 999

CCD-201 to CCD-240 40

Subtracting a three-digit integer with one decimal bet 
401 & 700 from a three-digit integer with two decimals 
bet 701 to 999

CCD-241 to CCD-280 40

Subtracting a three-digit integer with one decimal bet 
100 & 550 from a three-digit integer with two decimals 
bet 551 to 999

CCD-281 to CCD-320 40

Subtracting a three-digit integer with two decimals bet 
100 & 400 from a three-digit integer with two decimals 
bet 401 to 700

CCD-321 to CCD-360 40

Subtracting a three-digit integer with two decimals bet 
100 & 400 from a three-digit integer with two decimals 
bet 701 to 999

CCD-361 to CCD-400 40

Subtracting a three-digit integer with two decimals bet 
401 & 700 from a three-digit integer with two decimals 
bet 701 to 999

CCD-401 to CCD-440 40

Subtracting a three-digit integer with two decimals bet 
100 & 550 from a three-digit integer with two decimals 
bet 551 to 999

CCD-441 to CCD-480 40

Subtracting a four-digit integer bet 1000 & 3000 from a 
four-digit integer bet 4000 & 7000

DD-001 to DD-080 80

Subtracting a four-digit integer bet 3000 & 6000 from a 
four-digit integer bet 7000 & 9999

DD-081 to DD-160 80

Subtracting a four-digit integer bet 1000 & 3000 from a 
four-digit integer bet 7000 & 9999

DD-161 to DD-240 80

Subtracting a four-digit integer bet 1000 & 3999 from a 
four-digit integer bet 5000 & 9999

DD-241 to DD-320 80
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Subtracting a four-digit integer with one decimal bet 
1000 & 3000 from a four-digit integer with one decimal 
bet 4000 & 7000

DDD-001 to DDD-080 80

Subtracting a four-digit integer with one decimal bet 
3000 & 6000 from a four-digit integer with one decimal 
bet 7000 & 9999

DDD-081 to DDD-160 80

Subtracting a four-digit integer with one decimal bet 
1000 & 3000 from a four-digit integer with one decimal 
bet 7000 & 9999

DDD-161 to DDD-240 80

Subtracting a four-digit integer with one decimal bet 
1000 & 3999 from a four-digit integer with one decimal 
bet 5000 & 9999

DDD-241 to DDD-320 80

Subtracting a four-digit integer with one decimal bet 
1000 & 3000 from a four-digit integer with two decimals 
bet 4000 & 7000

DDD-321 to DDD-400 80

Subtracting a four-digit integer with one decimal bet 
3000 & 6000 from a four-digit integer with two decimals 
bet 7000 & 9999

DDD-401 to DDD-480 80

Subtracting a four-digit integer with one decimal bet 
1000 & 3000 from a four-digit integer with two decimals 
bet 7000 & 9999

DDD-481 to DDD-560 80

Subtracting a four-digit integer with one decimal bet 
1000 & 3999 from a four-digit integer with two decimals 
bet 5000 & 9999

DDD-561 to DDD-640 80

Subtracting a four-digit integer with two decimals bet 
1000 & 3000 from a four-digit integer with two decimals 
bet 4000 & 7000

DDD-641 to DDD-720 80

Subtracting a four-digit integer with two decimals bet 
3000 & 6000 from a four-digit integer with two decimals 
bet 7000 & 9999

DDD-721 to DDD-800 80

Subtracting a four-digit integer with two decimals bet 
1000 & 3000 from a four-digit integer with two decimals 
bet 7000 & 9999

DDD-801 to DDD-880 80

Subtracting a four-digit integer with two decimals bet 
1000 & 3999 from a four-digit integer with two decimals 
bet 5000 & 9999

DDD-881 to DDD-960 80

Multiplication 2440 Questions
Description Question numbers Questions
Multiplying a two-digit number bet 10 & 40 by a single-
digit number bet 2 & 5 BA-001 to BA-020 20

Multiplying a two-digit number bet 41 & 70 by a single-
digit number bet 2 & 5 BA-021 to BA-040 20

Multiplying a two-digit number bet 71 & 99 by a single-
digit number bet 2 & 5 BA-041 to BA-060 20
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Multiplying a two-digit number bet 10 & 40 by a single-
digit number bet 6 & 9 BA-061 to BA-080 20

Multiplying a two-digit number bet 41 & 70 by a single-
digit number bet 6 & 9 BA-081 to BA-100 20

Multiplying a two-digit number bet 71 & 99 by a single-
digit number bet 6 & 9 BA-101 to BA-120 20

Multiplying a two-digit number bet 11 & 99 by a single-
digit number bet 2 & 9 BA-121 to BA-160 40

Multiplying a two-digit number with one decimal bet 10 
& 39 by a single digit number bet 2 & 9 BD-001 to BD-020 20

Multiplying a two-digit number with one decimal bet 40 
& 69 by a single digit number bet 2 & 9 BD-021 to BD-040 20

Multiplying a two-digit number with one decimal bet 70 
& 99 by a single digit number bet 2 & 9 BD-041 to BD-060 20

Multiplying a two-digit number with one decimal bet 11 
& 50 by a single digit number bet 2 & 9 BD-061 to BD-070 10

Multiplying a two-digit number with one decimal bet 51 
& 99 by a single digit number bet 2 & 9 BD-071 to BD-080 10

Multiplying a two-digit number with two decimals bet 
10 & 39 by a single digit number bet 2 & 9 BD-080 to BD-100 20

Multiplying a two-digit number with two decimals bet 
40 & 69 by a single digit number bet 2 & 9 BD-101 to BD-120 20

Multiplying a two-digit number with two decimals bet 
70 & 99 by a single digit number bet 2 & 9 BD-121 to BD-140 20

Multiplying a two-digit number with two decimals bet 
11 & 50 by a single digit number bet 2 & 9 BD-141 to BD-150 10

Multiplying a two-digit number with two decimals bet 
51 & 99 by a single digit number bet 2 & 9 BD-151 to BD-160 10

Multiply a two-digit integer bet 10 to 40 by a two-digit 
integer bet 11 & 20 BB-001 to BB-020 20

Multiply a two-digit integer bet 41 to 70 by a two-digit 
integer bet 11 & 20 BB-021 to BB-040 20

Multiply a two-digit integer bet 71 to 99 by a two-digit 
integer bet 11 & 20 BB-041 to BB-060 20

Multiply a two-digit integer bet 10 to 40 by a two-digit 
integer bet 21 to 30 BB-061 to BB-080 20

Multiply a two-digit integer bet 41 to 70 by a two-digit 
integer bet 21 to 30 BB-081 to BB-100 20

Multiply a two-digit integer bet 71 to 99 by a two-digit 
integer bet 21 to 30 BB-101 to BB-120 20

Multiply a two-digit integer bet 11 to 99 by a two-digit 
integer bet 11 to 30 BB-121 to BB-160 40

Multiply a two-digit number with one decimal  bet 10 to 
40 by a two-digit integer bet 11 & 30 BDB-001 to BDB-020 20
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Multiply a two-digit number with one decimal  bet 41 to 
70 by a two-digit integer bet 11 & 30 BDB-021 to BDB-040 20

Multiply a two-digit number with one decimal  bet 70 to 
99 by a two-digit integer bet 11 & 30 BDB-041 to BDB-060 20

Multiply a two-digit number with one decimal  bet 11 to 
50 by a two-digit integer bet 11 & 30 BDB-061 to BDB-070 10

Multiply a two-digit number with one decimal  bet 51 to 
99 by a two-digit integer bet 11 & 30 BDB-071 to BDB-080 10

Multiply a two-digit number with two decimals  bet 10 
to 40 by a two-digit integer bet 11 & 30 BDB-081 to BDB-100 20

Multiply a two-digit number with two decimals  bet 41 
to 70 by a two-digit integer bet 11 & 30 BDB-101 to BDB-120 20

Multiply a two-digit number with two decimals  bet 70 
to 99 by a two-digit integer bet 11 & 30 BDB-121 to BDB-140 20

Multiply a two-digit number with two decimals  bet 11 
to 50 by a two-digit integer bet 11 & 30 BDB-141 to BDB-150 10

Multiply a two-digit number with two decimals  bet 51 
to 99 by a two-digit integer bet 11 & 30 BDB-151 to BDB-160 10

Multiply a three-digit integer bet 100 & 400 by a two-
digit integer bet 11 & 20 CB-001 to CB-080 80

Multiply a three-digit integer bet 401 & 700 by a two-
digit integer bet 11 & 20 CB-081 to CB-160 80

Multiply a three-digit integer bet 701 & 999 by a two-
digit integer bet 11 & 20 CB-161 to CB-240 80

Multiply a three-digit integer bet 100 & 400 by a two-
digit integer bet 21 & 30 CB-241 to CB-320 80

Multiply a three-digit integer bet 401 & 700 by a two-
digit integer bet 21 & 30 CB-321 to CB-400 80

Multiply a three-digit integer bet 701 & 999 by a two-
digit integer bet 21 & 30 CB-401 to CB-480 80

Multiply a three-digit number with one decimal bet 100 
& 400 by a two-digit integer bet 11 & 20 CDB-001 to CDB-080 80

Multiply a three-digit number with one decimal bet 401 
& 700 by a two-digit integer bet 11 & 20 CDB-081 to CDB-160 80

Multiply a three-digit number with one decimal bet 701 
& 999 by a two-digit integer bet 11 & 20 CDB-161 to CDB-240 80

Multiply a three-digit number with one decimal bet 100 
& 400 by a two-digit integer bet 21 & 30 CDB-241 to CDB-320 80

Multiply a three-digit number with one decimal bet 401 
& 700 by a two-digit integer bet 21 & 30 CDB-321 to CDB-400 80

Multiply a three-digit number with one decimal bet 701 
& 999 by a two-digit integer bet 21 & 30 CDB-401 to CDB-480 80

Multiply a three-digit number with two decimals bet 100 
& 400 by a two-digit integer bet 11 & 20 CDB-481 to CDB-560 80
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Multiply a three-digit number with two decimals bet 401 
& 700 by a two-digit integer bet 11 & 20 CDB-561 to CDB-640 80

Multiply a three-digit number with two decimals bet 701 
& 999 by a two-digit integer bet 11 & 20 CDB-641 to CDB-720 80

Multiply a three-digit number with two decimals bet 701 
& 999 by a two-digit integer bet 11 & 20 CDB-721 to CDB-800 80

Multiply a three-digit number with two decimals bet 401 
& 700 by a two-digit integer bet 21 & 30 CDB-801 to CDB-880 80

Multiply a three-digit number with two decimals bet 701 
& 999 by a two-digit integer bet 21 & 30 CDB-881 to CDB-960 80

Multiplying a three-digit integer bet 100 & 400 by a 
three-digit integer bet 100 & 400 CC-001 to CC-040 40

Multiplying a three-digit integer bet 100 & 400 by a 
three-digit integer bet 401 & 700 CC-041 to CC-080 40

Multiplying a three-digit integer bet 100 & 400 by a 
three-digit integer bet 701 & 999 CC-081 to CC-120 40

Multiplying a three-digit integer bet 401 & 700 by a 
three-digit integer bet 100 & 400 CC-121 to CC-160 40

Multiplying a three-digit integer bet 401 & 700 by a 
three-digit integer bet 401 & 700 CC-161 to CC-200 40

Multiplying a three-digit integer bet 401 & 700 by a 
three-digit integer bet 701 & 999 CC-201 to CC-240 40

Multiplying a three-digit integer bet 701 & 999 by a 
three-digit integer bet 100 & 400 CC-241 to CC-280 40

Multiplying a three-digit integer bet 701 & 999 by a 
three-digit integer bet 401 & 700 CC-281 to CC-320 40

Multiplying a three-digit integer bet 701 & 999 by a 
three-digit integer bet 701 & 999 CC-321 to CC-360 40

Division 2240 Questions
Description Question numbers Questions
Divide a two digit integer bet 10 & 40 by a single-digit 
integer bet 2 & 5 BA-001 to BA-020 20

Divide a two digit integer bet 41 & 70 by a single-digit 
integer bet 2 & 5 BA-021 to BA-040 20

Divide a two digit integer bet 71 & 99 by a single-digit 
integer bet 2 & 5 BA-041 to BA-060 20

Divide a two digit integer bet 10 & 40 by a single-digit 
integer bet 6 & 9 BA-061 to BA-080 20

Divide a two digit integer bet 41 & 70 by a single-digit 
integer bet 6 & 9 BA-081 to BA-100 20

Divide a two digit integer bet 71 & 99 by a single-digit 
integer bet 6 & 9 BA-101 to BA-120 20

Divide a two digit integer bet 11 & 99 by a single-digit 
integer bet 2 & 9 BA-121 to BA-160 40
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Divide a two-digit integer bet 25 & 50 by a two-digit 
integer bet 11 & 20 BB-001 to BB-020 20

Divide a two-digit integer bet 50 & 75 by a two-digit 
integer bet 11 & 20 BB-021 to BB-040 20

Divide a two-digit integer bet 75 & 99 by a two-digit 
integer bet 11 & 20 BB-041 to BB-060 20

Divide a two-digit integer bet 25 & 99 by a two-digit 
integer bet 11 & 20 BB-061 to BB-080 20

Divide a two-digit integer bet 40 & 60 by a two-digit 
integer bet 20 & 30 BB-081 to BB-100 20

Divide a two-digit integer bet 60 & 80 by a two-digit 
integer bet 20 & 30 BB-101 to BB-120 20

Divide a two-digit integer bet 80 & 99 by a two-digit 
integer bet 20 & 30 BB-121 to BB-140 20

Divide a two-digit integer bet 40 & 99 by a two-digit 
integer bet 20 & 30 BB-141 to BB-160 20

Divide a three-digit integer bet 100 & 400 by a two-digit 
integer bet 11 & 20 CB1-001 to CB1-080 80

Divide a three-digit integer bet 401 & 700 by a two-digit 
integer bet 11 & 20 CB1-081 to CB1-160 80

Divide a three-digit integer bet 701 & 999 by a two-digit 
integer bet 11 & 20 CB1-161 to CB1-240 80

Divide a three-digit integer bet 100 & 400 by a two-digit 
integer bet 21 & 30 CB2-001 to CB2-080 80

Divide a three-digit integer bet 401 & 700 by a two-digit 
integer bet 21 & 30 CB2-081 to CB2-160 80

Divide a three-digit integer bet 701 & 999 by a two-digit 
integer bet 21 & 30 CB2-161 to CB2-240 80

Divide a three-digit integer bet 100 & 400 by a two-digit 
integer bet 31 & 40 CB3-001 to CB3-080 80

Divide a three-digit integer bet 401 & 700 by a two-digit 
integer bet 31 & 40 CB3-081 to CB3-160 80

Divide a three-digit integer bet 701 & 999 by a two-digit 
integer bet 31 & 40 CB3-161 to CB3-240 80

Divide a three-digit integer bet 100 & 400 by a two-digit 
integer bet 41 & 50 CB4-001 to CB4-080 80

Divide a three-digit integer bet 401 & 700 by a two-digit 
integer bet 41 & 50 CB4-081 to CB4-160 80

Divide a three-digit integer bet 701 & 999 by a two-digit 
integer bet 41 & 50 CB4-161 to CB4-240 80
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Divide a four-digit integer bet 1000 & 4000 by a two-
digit integer bet 11 & 20 DB1-001 to DB1-080 80

Divide a four-digit integer bet 4001 & 7000 by a two-
digit integer bet 11 & 20 DB1-081 to DB1-160 80

Divide a four-digit integer bet 7001 & 9999 by a two-
digit integer bet 11 & 20 DB1-161 to DB1-240 80

Divide a four-digit integer bet 1000 & 4000 by a two-
digit integer bet 21 & 30 DB2-001 to DB2-080 80

Divide a four-digit integer bet 4001 & 7000 by a two-
digit integer bet 21 & 30 DB2-081 to DB2-160 80

Divide a four-digit integer bet 7001 & 9999 by a two-
digit integer bet 21 & 30 DB2-161 to DB2-240 80

Divide a four-digit integer bet 1000 & 4000 by a two-
digit integer bet 31 & 40 DB3-001 to DB3-080 80

Divide a four-digit integer bet 4001 & 7000 by a two-
digit integer bet 31 & 40 DB3-081 to DB3-160 80

Divide a four-digit integer bet 7001 & 9999 by a two-
digit integer bet 31 & 40 DB3-161 to DB3-240 80

Divide a four-digit integer bet 1000 & 4000 by a two-
digit integer bet 41 & 50 DB4-001 to DB4-080 80

Divide a four-digit integer bet 4001 & 7000 by a two-
digit integer bet 41 & 50 DB4-081 to DB4-160 80

Divide a four-digit integer bet 7001 & 9999 by a two-
digit integer bet 41 & 50 DB4-161 to DB4-240 80

LCM & HCF 195 Questions
Description Question numbers Questions
Calculate LCM & HCF of two numbers, each two digits B-201 to B-245 45

Calculate LCM & HCF of three numbers, each two digits B-301 to B-330 30

Calculate LCM & HCF of four numbers, each two digits B-401 to B-420 20

Calculate LCM & HCF of two numbers, each three digits C-2001 to C-2100 100
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